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It’s been 4 years since the appointment of a National Youth Commissioner and 3 
years since we appointed a Youth Commissioner in Central Yorkshire. Since then 
we’ve being on an incredible journey! I’m proud that we have a thriving County 
Youth Team who continue to contribute so much and two brilliant deputies in 
Sophie and Taylor.

Even better is the incredible growth we’ve seen in Young People having a 
meaningful input into their Scouting programme. We’ve come so far but of 
course there’s still a distance left to travel. YouShape month provides the perfect 
opportunity to put the spotlight on Youth Shaped Scouting, celebrate amazing 
examples and challenge aversion. 

This year we’re hoping to visit as many sections as possible to run YouShape 
activities in February. Of course Youth Shaped Scouting is a year round element 
of our movement and if we can help you in the other 11 months of the year- Just 
shout!

A key element of Youth Shaped Scouting is peer leadership. February is the perfect 
opportunity to implement a lodge/pack/patrol system if you don’t already have one! 
It’s also a great chance to evaluate your use of Young Leaders in your section, are 
they just as involved in the planning and delivery as ‘adult’ leaders?

This booklet is jam-packed with activity inspiration for you to run with your sections, 
including an opportunity to feed into our premier County Event- Challenge 20!

We would love to hear all about what you get up to so let us know:

Twitter: @mathewmilner @taylorscaifecyc @sophieheadcyc
Facebook: Central Yorkshire Scouts Leaders Group

If you have any questions or queries, don’t hesitate to drop me an email: 
(mathew.milner@cycscouts.org.uk)

County Youth Commissioner

Foreward



Cool Wall

Flip Chart Paper
Blu-Tack

Images of Badges 
Sticky Notes

Print off images of badges for your section, these could be ones you have 
already covered, or are looking to cover

Write on the sticky notes activities, again these could be ones you have 
already done, or are looking to cover

Stick up the flipchat paper divided into 4 sections: Seriously Cool, Cool, 
Uncool and Seriously Uncool- Or any names you like!

Distribute the badges/sticky notes to each patrol and ask the Patrol Leader 
to lead a discussion on where they belong- Then stick them onto the Cool 

Wall

Extensions:

Do other Patrols agree with the choices made?

Get each Young Person to put a circle around the 1 badge/activity they 
most want to complete

Are there any patterns to the cool/uncool activies/badges?

B/C/S/E

15-20
m i n u t e s



Dragons 
Den

Flip Chart Paper
Coloured Pens

Laptop (Optional)

Give the patrols a brief of a evening meeting/camp they have to design 
and then pitch to the Dragons/Leaders.

They should consider cost, location, equipment etc. and present a proposal 
that they think should happen. 

Encourage groups to think about something they genuinley want to do, 
thats fun and that could link to other elements of the programme.

Extra resources such as large paper sheets, or powerpoint can make the 
pitches even more exciting. Have each group come up and present to the 

Dragons and then choose a winner!

Top Tip:

A brilliant way to get Young People enthused in this activity is to commit 
to delivering the winning idea! Don’t let this mean the ‘easiest’ evening/
camp wins though- Even the most outlandish ideas can be adapted and 

delivered!

C/S/E

60+
m i n u t e s



Leader
Silhouette

Flip Chart Paper
Pens

Layout the paper on the floor and select a leader to lay down on it. Have 
the Young People draw around the leader creating an outline of a person.

Ask Young People to write around the outline the qualities/atributes of a 
good leader. 

Then ask Young People to write inside the outline leaders that they know 
and follow/respect.

Extension:

If you don’t currently have a lodge/pack/patrol leader system, this is the 
perfect opportunity to ask your section which of their peers they think 

could be great leaders

If you’re feeling brave, you could ask your Young People to discuss the way 
you lead, and the ways they prefer to be led

B/C/S/E

20-30
m i n u t e s



Debate 
Night

Split the group into 2 teams, if you have a lot of Young People split into 
groups of 8.

Arrange tables/chairs to face the opposing side, or in a triangle (3 Groups), 
square (4 Groups).

Choose a topic, statement or question that has a clear agree/disagree 
stance and ask teams to choose a stance. If both teams choose the same 

stance you can swap people to create opposing sides.

Questions could include philisophical questions, political ones etc.

For a really effective debate, it could be around something that will impact 
the section. For example; the location of an upcoming camp, the name of 

the unit etc.

Have an impartial person sit independent of the teams in order to chair the 
debate and focus the discussions. At the end, they should decide which 

side debated their point of view best

S/E

60+
m i n u t e s



Parachute 
Voice

Parachute

Have each Young Person hold the handles of the parachute and stretch it 
out. 

Explain that you will say an activity/badge and if they would like to do it 
they have to let go, run under the parachute and take someone elses place 

who has moved.

Use this as an active way to get quick feedback on what activities/badges 
would be popular. Ensure you have someone recording the general 

consensus at the side to act on the feedback later.

Extension:

Allow the Young People to shout out their own suggestions, these may be 
things they’ve already done or brand new ideas!

Have everyone lift the parachute high, put it behind them and sit down on 
it. Use this as a fun and different space to share the terms programme and 

ask what people think!

B/C

10-15
m i n u t e s



Pizza 
Review

Glue
Pens

Scissors
Cardboard

Cut a large circle out of carboard and then cut into ‘pizza’ slices. Cut out 
Pepperoni, Ham and Mushroom cardboard shapes.

Give each Young Person a slice of Pizza. Ask them to glue on the toppings 
after writing on each topping;

Pepperoni- Things they enjoy about the section
Ham- Things they’d like to do in the section

Mushroom- Things they don’t like/want to change in the section

Have everyone come together to make a whole pizza and in each group 
discuss the different toppings.

Extension:

How different are groups pizzas? Is there a common theme?

Have the leaders/young leaders make a pizza! How similar is this to the 
Young Peoples

B/C/S

20-30
m i n u t e s



Challenge 20
We hope you’re aware that our triennial County Camp, Challenge, is 

returning for its 4th, and biggest year ever in 2020.

Planning is already underway which presents us with a unique 
opportunity for Young People in Central Yorkshire to shape the event in 

every way!

Young People will be able to input in 3 key stages:

February 2019
Every section can use the resources on the following pages to gather 

feedback, thoughts and ideas 

 March/April 2019
A Forum Event open to all Young People in the County to spend the day 

with the Management Team reviewing plans and contributing to the 
planning of the event

May/June 2019
Applications will open to become a Challenge Champion, a group of Young 
People who will form an advisory group who will act be informed of plans 

and have the opportunity for continous input up until the event

July 2020
The culmination of 20 Months of planning guided by Young People from 

across Central Yorkshire



In order for the feedback gathered to be used as effectivley as possible, 
the following questions should be asked as they are written, and answers 

gathered in a consistent manner. 

How you ask them is completely up to you! We advise using the activities 
throughout this booklet as a format in order to run the most engaging 

session.

Please feel free to adjust the language of the question to suit your section.

1. If you came, what did you most enjoy about C17?

2. If you came, what did you least enjoy about C17?

3. What Activities do you want at Challenge 20?

4. Is there anything you’d like in your camping areas?

5. What entertainment would you like to see on Friday Evening?

6. What entertainment would you like to see on Saturday Evening?

7. Is there anything you’d like onsite in addition to the activities?

8. How can we best capture the weekend and share it with you?

9. Does anything worry you about coming to Challenge 20?

10. What 1 thing would make Challenge 20 extra-special for you?



In order for us to best use the feedback recieved, please can you submit it 
in 1 of 2 ways:

1- Fill out the online form available via the link below

https://bit.ly/2FQ1RF9

2- Type up the answers to the questions and email the document to us at;

mathew.milner@cycscouts.org.uk

As we’re aiming to engage as many Young People as possible, please 
let us know the first name initial and surname of all Young People who 
partook so that we can track how many unique interactions we have.

E.g. James Brown = J.Brown

If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to contact me using the 
email above.

Please submit all feedback by the 5th March

Hopefully the questions are clear but below are some example answers to 
inspire a response!

1. Archery, The Magician, Inflateable Slides

1.5 Queing, Specific Activities

2. Shooting, Roller Skating, Climbing

3. Football Pitch, Activities

etc.



We hope you have a great YouShape Month! As mentioned in the 
foreward, this is actually the last year of YouShape Month in its current 

format. 

To have your say into what happens next, you can visit 

https://members.scouts.org.uk/supportresources/4805/youth-shaped-
programme?cat=708&moduleID=10

If you have run a YouShape evening, don’t forget to order your badge!!

YouShape

Feel free to share what you get up to:

Twitter: @cyscouts @mathewmilner @taylorscaifecyc @sophieheadcyc
Facebook: Central Yorkshire Scouts//Central Yorkshire Scouts Leaders Group

Email: mathew.milner@cycscouts.org.uk
Media Content: media@cycscouts.org.uk



www.cycscouts.org.uk


